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How To Design a Program with Creative 
Consistency

• This training will teach you how to craft an artistically rich 

classroom experience for your students that is systemised to a T! 

• The essential formula for designing a magnificent program you, 

your teachers and students will adore for years.  

• Why bringing consistency to the artistic side of your business is 

the greatest investment you can make.  

• How to balance the creative process of program design with real 

life…



The Semmering Railway



The Semmering Railway

• The Semmering Railway was the genius of engineer Carl Ritter von Ghega 

who started thinking about building this railway in 1842, before any train at 

that time could possibly traverse such a steep grade. 

• Ritter von Ghega did not spend his time wondering if the train would ever be 

built, or if it would make money, or if customers would pay to travel from 

Vienna to Venice.  His passion and love for his work propelled him to act “as 

if” the train could climb the steep traverse even though it actually had not 

been invented yet. 

• Twelve years, 14 tunnels, 16 viaducts and 20,000 workers later, the railway was 

complete. In addition, during that time a train had been created that could 

make the grade, which was five times steeper than any other.



Build It And They Will Come.



Why A Consistent Curriculum Will Change 
Your Studio’s Performance

• TRAINABLE: If you ever feel like your teachers all have such enormous variation in their 

teaching style and content, this scaffold gives you a foundation upon which to unite your 

team together with one intention.  

• PEACE OF MIND: You will know that every single lesson, delivered by any given teacher, 

on any given day, at any given location has the elements that WORK.   

• SCALABLE: When you have this model set, you then have the essential tool to grow: 

STRUCTURE.  Without a consistent curriculum, growth is at best risky and at worst a 

liability. 

• UNTOUCHABLE: Consider this your studio’s secret weapon or secret sauce.  With this 

formulaic approach to your student experience, literally NO OTHER COMPETITOR can 

touch you.  No one will be able to replicate the results you achieve and no one will be able 

to work out how you do it!



For those of you who already use a 
curriculum….



Innovate

Improve

Core

How most Studio Owners 
prioritise their strategic focus…

Shiny Object
Syndrome



Constant Innovation Prohibits 
Mastery.



The most successful studios (with 
500+ students) aren’t that size 
because of their marketing, it’s 

because of their PROGRAM.



Innovate

Improve

Core

How Evolutionaries prioritise 
their strategic focus…



FOCUS 
ON 

CORE



I was able to SCALE to 6 locations 
purely and simply because I had 

STRUCTURE.



2 Groups 3 Groups

4 Groups 5 Groups

Born to Perform Scaling Timetables 



Map out the timetable you would 
need to facilitate your ultimate 

number of students in your studio.  

A Challenge For You…

#builditandtheywillcome



How To Design a Program 
with Creative Consistency



Step One:
The Lesson to Lifetime 

Formula



The Lesson to Lifetime Formula

• Most studio owners when mapping their curriculum think about each lesson 

in isolation, or over the course of a few months.  This is a mistake.  

• Our intention is to help you achieve a Program Suite that intrinsically 

promotes retention from One Lesson to a Lifetime.  

• When mapping this process, we want to think on both Micro and Macro 

Levels to discover a formulaic approach to curriculum planning.  

• This will allow you to build out your program experiences faster than you can 

imagine and also develop a more enriching experience.  

• Remember, the key word here is STRUCTURE. 

• This diagram will illustrate the connection that we are seeking to develop. 



Lifetime

Year

Term/Session

Lesson

From Lesson To Lifetime



We seek to discover the common educational units on both a 
macro and micro scale.   

We are on the hunt for the Ultimate Formula across  
LESSON / TERM / YEAR / LIFETIME. 

What is the most simplistic way of dividing your studio 
experience into small units that make it easy for you to stack 

content into a completely integrated program experience. 



LESSON

Warm & Fuzzy 
Welcome 

1 Unit

After Glow 
1 UnitCore Content 1 

1 Unit
Core Content 2 

1 Unit



TERM / SESSION

Warm & Fuzzy 
Week 1

After Glow 
Week 10Core Content 1 

1 Unit
Retention  

Lock DownRe-enrollment  
reminders

Reveal



YEAR

Warm & Fuzzy 
Welcome 

First Month

After Glow 
Final Month

Theme 1 Theme 2



LIFETIME

Warm & Fuzzy 
Welcome 
To Family

Celebrity 
StatusIdentity  

Level 1
Identity 
Level 2



Lifetime

Year

Term/Session

Lesson

How does the format of the lesson echo 
the lifetime?



How I do this….. Whip out the post its!



The Sophistication Of 
Your Studio Lies in the 

Structure



The Balance Of 
Familiar vs Fresh



Familiar vs Fresh

• Consolidation of learning occurs through repetition.  The essence of structure is 

creating a repetitive vessel for the content to fit within.  The structure never 

changes, the content does.   

• As a general observation, most studios seek to cram too many concepts, too many 

elements into their program design, rather than allowing for depth of learning.  

• We seek to design the structure that people love and that WORKS to keep them 

coming back year after year.  

• This takes a delicate combination between familiar elements that make people 

feel cosy and fresh elements that keep them learning & on their toes. 

• Your teachers will gain enormous amounts of confidence when they have clarity in 

your expectations for the experience, which you set through a clear structure. 



Step Two:
Subliminal  
Alchemy



The glue that keeps 
people enthralled, 

without quite knowing 
why…



It all starts with your  
VALUES.



Subliminal Alchemy Starts With Your 
Values

• What is your guiding intention for your students to experience?  

• Eg at Born to Perform, the Core Value was Confidence in kids, which is why 

the timetable was designed the way it was. It guided the structure of the day, 

which influenced the content we taught, which influenced the teachers we 

hired, which influenced the training we developed, which influenced the 

marketing we did etc etc etc etc AD NAUSEAM.  

• From the smallest micro based decision through to big picture strategising, I 

consulted with Our North Star of Values that shone the light on the situation. 

• If you have not yet completed a Values elicitation for your studio, please email 

michelle@studioexpansion.com and we will provide you with the resources to 

do this!

mailto:michelle@studioexpansion.com


“Does this help our  
students having more 

of ‘X’ or hinder?”



Step Three:
Cyclical Consistency



Cyclical Consistency

• Does this sound familiar: thinking up choreography in the car driving to the studio? 

Humming new warms ups to do with the kids that morning?   

• Most studio owners scramble with the artistic consistency of their studio - and the 

reason is honestly because the lesson planning side is what fuels them! 

• The biggest misnomer about operating this way is that it assumes that your 

teachers have the same level of knowledge and mastery to craft as engaging 

lessons as you do.  

• If we ever have retention challenges, it can usually be traced to a lack of 

consistency in the class experience as delivered by other teachers.  This is due to a 

lack of consistency in the expectations for every class.  

• With Cyclical Consistency, you can sleep easy knowing that your Tuesday @ 11am 

class is the same as your Thursday at 3pm class.  



Cyclical Consistency

• Ideally, what we are seeking to create in your studio is a holistic program that 

combines both the artistic intention for your students with the retention 

intention you have for your business, all wrapped up in a training program for 

your teachers that enhances the quality of their teaching and quantity of their 

confidence.  

• With this rotating curriculum, your studio will step into MASTERY.   

• If you are always in intense creation mode, it’s hard to really refine the 

experience with excellence - both for your teachers and you.   

• The architecture of the program considers all elements for the most exquisite 

student experience. 









But Chantelle…..
Will this take away my creative 

passion for teaching?  This is my 
happy time during the week…



Cyclical Consistency

• The third step is about creating this into a usable document that you will 

become the Master Artistic Content Plan for your program! 

• Once you have given it the thought it deserves, looking at the holistic student 

experience from all angles, we then begin training our teachers in delivering 

both the artistic content as well as the subliminal alchemy of your classes.   

• Once each lesson / term / year has passed, we provide feedback on what 

worked and what didn’t, so when your content cycle is complete and you are 

back to the beginning of the cycle, you will be starting with golden insights 

into how to truly step into mastery.  



Lifetime

Year

Term/Session

Lesson

Sophisticated Integration



Practice what you preach!

• Think of an Evolution Retreat. Each one is COMPLETELY different, yet there are always 

consistent elements.  There is a cyclical flow to our Retreats that bring ease, yet enormous 

transformation.  

• The structure guides the retreat, allowing for you to relax and go deeper into the learning 

and transformation.  This structure also allows me the freedom to truly devote all my 

creative energy into the content creation.  

• There is subliminal alchemy at play in the design of the experience, from both a micro to a 

macro level - but that’s my secret sauce.   

• If you were a fly on the wall at our Dream Team Meetings, you would hear how often we 

refer to our Subliminal Alchemy North Star in EVERY decision we make. 

• The more I have given thought to the structure of Retreat, the more creative headspace I 

have had for exceptional content because I’m not reinventing the wheel every time.  



But Chantelle…..
Do I have to write all this myself?



Recap!

• Step 1: The Lesson to Lifetime Formula 

• Step 2: Subliminal Alchemy 

• Step 3: Cyclical Consistency



Remember…
Even if you don’t have teachers to train in your signature 
method.  Even if you cannot ever imagine stepping away 

from teaching all the classes.  Even if you at this stage are not 
sure HOW you want to scale… 

BUILD IT AND THEY WILL COME.



Questions?


